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Overview
(1) Molecular cloud formation within the SILCC simulations
(Walch+2015, Girichidis+2016, Gatto+2017, Peters+2017,
Seifried+2017, Seifried+2018)
(2) Resolution requirements for molecule formation in
numerical simulations (Joshi et al., in prep)
(3) Feedback from massive stars: winds vs. ionizing radiation
(Haid+2018)
(4) Star formation and radiative feedback (EUV) in molecular
clouds (Haid et al., submitted)
(5) The impact of X-rays on molecular gas (Mackey et al.,
submitted, arXiv:1803.10367)
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AMR code FLASH 4 with…
- Self-gravity
- External galactic potential
- ideal MHD
- Heating & Cooling and
- Molecule Formation
- TreeRay (diffuse radiation for shielding +
radiative transfer from point sources)
- Sink Particles with subgrid cluster
model/massive star model
- Supernova Feedback
- Wind
-Cosmic Rays
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Walch +15, Girichidis +16
Peters+17, Gatto+17, Seifried+17, +18

SILCC simulations of Gatto, Walch +2017:
including star cluster formation
and feedback (stellar winds + supernovae)
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SILCC simulations: new algorithms
Time evolution of a simulation with
ionizing radiation, wind, and Supernova feedback
with TreeRay and new Hermite integration scheme for sink particles

Self-regulation of star formation (see also Kim & Ostriker, e.g. 2018 TIGRESS)
Dinnbier et al., in prep.

SFR vs. gas surface density
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation

SILCC scales: few 100 pc
Wind+Supernova already regulate
star formation: ΣSFR on KS relation
⇒Role of radiation?
⇒Shift to lower ΣH2 at similar ΣSFR

Gatto + SILCC, MNRAS, 2017
Peters+SILCC, MNRAS, 2017

SFR vs. molecular gas

SILCC-ZOOM:
Galactic zoom-in calculations:

=> pick a cloud from SILCC
=> resolve down to 0.1 pc but keep galactic environment
Seifried, Walch et al. (2017)

Zoom-in calculations for 2 clouds:
Column density in HI, H2, and CO

Seifried, Walch et al. (2017)

Different time
evolution in H2!
Higher mass growth
rates in H2!

Mean density
decreases for H2 as
more H2 becomes
present in lower
density gas

SN4+5+6

Note that
ordering of lines is
reversed
after 2.5 Myr
=> more dispersion
in denser gas

Seifried, Walch et al. (2017)

SN1

SN1 + SN2
SN2

Molecular cloud 1 at different
maximum
resolution
(t=5
Myr)
Seifried, Walch et al. (2017)

To resolve CO formation one needs to go down > 0.1 pc resolution!

(2)Test the resolution criterion for
different chemical species in isolated
simulations
Joshi,
Walch et al. (in prep)

Colliding flow simulations at different resolution including different chemical networks
Shown results include 14 species + free electrons
CO network based on Nelson & Langer (1999);
see Glover & MacLow (2010), Glover & Clark (2012)
n [cm-3]

2 constraints for convergence:
(1) physics:
- formation time scale < dissociation time scale
(2) numerics:
- formation time scale < dynamical time scale
(advection/transport/change of density in
cell/particle)
⇒translates into critical density ncrit
⇒density has to be higher than ncrit for
molecule formation to be converged!
⇒use Jeans density to translate into a
required spatial resolution

Test the resolution criterion for different
chemical species in isolated simulations
Joshi, Walch et al. (in prep)

Example: Molecular hydrogen

(1) physical condition:
Formation ~ equilibrium formation time scale:

Hollenbach & McKee (1989)
(fits well = solid black line)
⇒for H2 the physical condition is
easily fulfilled

Number density < 10 cm-3 is sufficient to have formation faster than dissociation
Note: this depends on the radiation field! Here: G0=1.7 ~ solar neighbourhood

Test the resolution criterion for different
chemical species in isolated simulations
Joshi, Walch et al. (in prep)

Example: Molecular hydrogen

(2) numerical condition:
Formation < dynamical time scale:

Typical mass-weighted mean velocity
dispersion here is ~2 km/s
dynamical time scale for different
resolution levels in AMR simulation
Depends on level of turbulence!
More turbulent environments:
more restrictive resolution criterion!!
Dependence is linear in <σ>

Test the resolution criterion for different
chemical species in isolated simulations
Joshi, Walch et al. (in prep)

Example: Molecular hydrogen
0.5pc 0.125pc 0.031pc

(2) numerical condition:
Formation < dynamical time scale:

Typical mass-weighted mean velocity
dispersion here is ~2 km/s
dynamical time scale for different
resolution levels in AMR simulation
⇒Higher resolution again requires
higher density to be resolved because
the dynamical time scale becomes
shorter!
n ~ 1/Δx
=> nJeans ~ 1/(Δx)2

⇒Use Jeans density to estimate what
density can be resolved by the scheme

Test the resolution criterion for different
chemical species in isolated simulations
Joshi, Walch et al. (in prep)

Example: Molecular hydrogen

(2) numerical condition:
Formation < dynamical time scale:

Typical mass-weighted mean velocity
dispersion here is ~2 km/s
dynamical time scale for different
resolution levels in AMR simulation
⇒Higher resolution again requires
higher density to be resolved because
the dynamical time scale becomes
shorter!
n ~ 1/Δx
4 2 -3 => the required resolution is Δx=0.1 pc for H
The two conditions match
2 what
⇒Use Jeans density to estimate
=> nJeansat~n~10
1/(Δx)cm
density can be resolved by the scheme

Test the resolution criterion for different
chemical species in isolated simulations
Joshi, Walch et al. (in prep)

Same exercise for CO:
Again, the physical
condition is fulfilled
at lower density
n~6000 cm-3
But the numerical
condition is more
restrictive!
Fit formation time scale
at high densities
The two conditions match at n~3x105 cm-3 => the required resolution is Δx=0.02 pc for H2

(3) Energy input:
Stellar winds, ionizing radiation and Supernovae:
How is this energy coupled to the ISM?
Radiation
Supernova
1 event at
end of stellar
lifetime

Wind

Haid et al. (2018)

How is this energy coupled to the ISM?
Stellar winds vs. ionizing radiation:

CNM: T=20 K, n=100 cm-3; WIM: T=104 K, n=0.1 cm-3

Haid et al. (2018)

Momentum input:
Stellar winds, ionizing radiation and Supernovae:
Coupling of radiation is inefficient…

Supernova
1 event at
end of stellar
lifetime

Wind

CNM: T=20 K, n=100 cm-3; WIM: T=104 K, n=0.1 cm-3

Haid et al. (2018)

The SILCC project
(www.astro.uni-koeln.de/silcc):

Typical mass distribution in the multi-phase ISM in a star forming galactic disk

Mass-weighted temperature – density PDF

Walch et al. (2015)

Momentum input:
Stellar winds vs. ionizing radiation:

Relative impact of
wind and radiation
Here: for 23 M¤ star
Radiation does not
couple in low density/
warm ambient medium
⇒stellar winds become
dominant there!
CNM: T=20 K, n=100 cm-3; WIM: T=104 K, n=0.1 cm-3

Haid et al. (2018)

Wind needs to leak out of dense parent cloud
Typical situation:
• Massive star is born inside a
cloud and disperses it by
ionizing radiation
• Feedback breaks out of the
cloud and interacts with
warm ISM
• Wind energy leaks out of
the cloud and interacts with
surrounding warm medium

Wind becomes important when
leaking out of the cloud and pushing on low
density gas!

Haid et al. (2018)

(4) Feedback inside molecular clouds:
ionizing radiation disperses the clouds
SILCC-Zoom II: Star cluster formation and feedback inside these molecular clouds:
ØIonizing radiation disperses the parental cloud on time scales of ≥ 3Myr
Consistent with e.g. Walch et al.(2012)
ØTriggered star formation (higher # of sinks w.r.t. simulation without feedback)
BUT
ØHighly reduced star formation efficiency with feedback! ~ few %

Haid et al., 2018, submitted to MNRAS

The molecular cloud “thunderstorm”:
Flickering HII regions - highly variable ionization fraction

Haid et al., 2018,
submitted to MNRAS

Why clouds react differently to a comparable
energy input in the form of ionizing radiation?
Study evolution of
two clouds with
comparable initial
and star forming
properties (Mass,
size,
virial parameter,
luminosity
input and SFE)
MC1 stays compact
MC2 is dispersed
Why?

Haid et al., 2018,
submitted to MNRAS

Why clouds react differently to a comparable
energy input in the form of ionizing radiation?

MC1 stays compact
MC2 is dispersed
Because…
MC1 contains more
well shielded gas!
MC2 is dispersed
more easily!

Haid et al., 2018,
submitted to MNRAS

Feedback inside molecular clouds:
Star formation rate surface density vs.
gas surface density over free-fall time

Clouds with radiative feedback (full symbols) lie on top of comparable solar
neighbourhood clouds (Taurus, Ophiuchus, Lupus 3)!
Caution: depends on def. of “molecular cloud”, i.e. which mass/area is considered

(4) Deficit of molecular gas near strong
sources of soft X-rays (e.g. X-ray flares)
Develop an X-ray absorption module for soft X-rays based on the 3D radiative transfer scheme
TreeRay / OpticalDepth for the transport of diffuse radiation (see Wünsch et al., 2018)
Change chemical network to include necessary reaction rates
Include updates by Gong, Ostriker & Wolfire (2017)
Benchmark against Cloudy (Ferland et al. 2017); Tests following Meijerinck & Spaans (2005)

(Mackey et al., submitted, arXiv:1803.10367)

(4) Deficit of molecular gas near strong
sources of soft X-rays (e.g. X-ray flares)
⇒We see that
molecules are
destroyed by X-rays
⇒They essentially
have the same effect
than Cosmic Rays
⇒Equilibrium
models predict
destruction by He+,
but we find locally
generated far-UV
emission by
collisions between
non-thermal
electrons and H2 to
dominate!

N(H2)

N(CO)

N(H2)/N(CO)

low flux

high flux
(Mackey et al., submitted, arXiv:1803.10367)

(4) Deficit of molecular gas near strong
sources of soft X-rays (e.g. X-ray flares)
Apply to a flaring X-ray source (e.g. flare which happened in the Galactic Center ~ 100 yr ago)
•CO is destroyed after ~20 years, while H2 is unaffected!
•CO takes several x 104 years to reform
⇒Predict that XCO can be way out of equilibrium near the centers of galaxies, in particular if
there is nuclear activity

(Mackey et al., submitted,
arXiv:1803.10367)

Conclusions
Scale: several 100 parsec:
Stellar feedback (wind/photo-ionization) regulates
²The star formation efficiency of individual star-forming regions by stopping
accretion onto the star-forming molecular clouds
²Locally, the star formation efficiency could be high, globally it is in
agreement with the Kennicutt-Schmidt-ΣSFR and long depletion time scale
Molecular cloud scales (Zoom-ins)
RESOLUTION OF ~0.1 pc required to get converged molecular gas fraction!
²Molecular clouds form out of the warm, turbulent ISM and inherit their
complex sub-structure
²Radiation is the dominant feedback mechanism inside molecular clouds
²Clouds (few x 104 M¤) are dispersed before the first SN goes off
²Although star formation is triggered, the star formation efficiency is ~few %
Effect of X-rays on molecular gas is non-negligible: H2 and CO are not behaving
in the same way!
⇒Non-equilibrium H2-CO-conversion factors can be expected near centers of
galaxies

Radiative feedback in action:
SILCC-Zoom with star formation and feedback
Galactic zoom-in simulation:
Resolve individual molecular
clouds which condense out of
the supernova-driven, multiphase ISM
(from SILCC simulations)
Resolve ~0.1 pc
⇒this resolution is necessary
to obtain converged H2 and CO
mass fractions!!
(also Joshi et al., in prep.)
⇒ For now: typical solar
neighbourhood clouds with
mass few x 104 M¤

Seifried et al., 2017, Seifried et al., 2018

How is this energy coupled to the ISM?
Stellar winds vs. ionizing radiation on smaller scales:
Simulations with FLASH 4.3
Stellar winds:
Ø Implementation following Gatto et al. (2017)
Ø Wind momentum input
Ionizing radiation:
Ø New implementation of a backward radiative transfer scheme, which utilizes
the Barnes-Hut tree: TreeRay (Wünsch et al., 2018; and Wünsch et al., in prep.)
Ø Ionizing radiation (On-The-Spot approximation; ionization – recombination
equilibrium with temperature-dependent case-B recombination coefficient)
Ø UV heating and UV field provided to the chemical network
⇒self-consistent abundances of chemical species and HII region temperatures
(depending on spectrum = mass of ionizing star)
⇒Code has been benchmarked against MOCASSIN Code (Ercolano et al., 2003)
Haid et al. (2018)

Origin of turbulent velocities
in molecular clouds?
SN4+5+6
SN1 + SN2

SN1
SN2

Δσmax
τSN
Initially, clouds inherit turbulent velocities from the parental gas
Note that ordering of lines is reversed after 2.5 Myr
⇒more dispersion in denser gas
⇒self-gravity starts to dominate the dynamics

Seifried, Walch et al. (2018)

Dispersion vs. decay time for Supernovae
at different distance

Seifried, Walch et al. (2018)

Triggered star formation and reduced star
formation efficiency go hand in hand!

Haid et al., 2018,
submitted to MNRAS

Overview of star formation rates for simulations
with different stellar feedback
Kennicutt-Schmidt value

Low SFR
nsink
[cm-3]

High SFR

No FB
Dinnbier et al., in prep.
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Star formation rate is set by all three feedback mechanisms!
Although 1 early mechanism (radiation) + SN gives similar results

The role of stellar feedback in molecular cloud
formation and evolution?
accretion
accretion

H2

CO

warm HI and H+

Volume-weigthed
density PDF
is lognormal
(+ powerlaw tail)
=> Large volume fraction
filled with low density gas!
Can be attacked by wind/
radiation

Stellar wind feedback can stop accretion!
⇒limit the growth of individual molecular clouds
⇒regulate the global star formation efficiency

Show Lada result and our AV PDF

Realistic properties?
Synthetic observations of these clouds

Seifried, Walch et al. (2018, submitted): Polarization
Franeck, Walch et al. (2018, submitted): C+
is affected by resolution!

Key stellar feedback mechanisms
1. Ionizing radiation
2. Stellar winds
3. Supernova explosions
4. X-rays
5. Cosmic Rays
6. Radiation pressure on gas and dust

